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The first two RAAF F-35As, were shown off to the Australian public when they made a special visit to the Avalon Airshow.
The F-35A Lightning II will provide for Australia’s future air combat and strike need. Australia has committed to 72 F-35A
aircraft for three operational squadrons at Williamtown NSW and Tindal NT, and a training squadron at Williamtown. In
the future, a fourth operational squadron will be considered for Amberly QLD, for a total of 100 F-35As.
The first F-35A aircraft will permanently arrive in Australia in 2018 and the first squadron will be operational in 2021. All
72 aircraft are expected to be fully operational by 2023.
The F-35A will provide Australia with a fifth-generation aircraft at the forefront of air combat technology, to provide a
networked force-multiplier effect in terms of situational awareness and combat effectiveness.
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From The President:
Major General Mike O’Brien CSC

WAR IN THE SANDPIT
CONFERENCE

Perspectives and Lessons from
Australia’s War
in Afghanistan and Iraq 2001-2014

I am pleased to tell our members that our first Special
Interest Group, on Naval Construction, has been formed.
We look forward to the paper it will produce and thrust
that it will assist the debate on this important subject.
I would ask you all to note a talk on behalf of the RUSI
by our member, Dr Jonathan Burdon. The topic is Silk
Maps and it is largely based on our collection at our
Library. It will be held at 6 for 6.30pm at 401 Collins
Street Melbourne on Monday 3rd July. It is important that
this event, part of Rare Book Week Melbourne, is well
attended.
The National Library of Australia-sponsored assessment
of our Library has been completed and the chief finding
was that it is a collection of national significance. We are
planning an open day for our members in April – a
chance to see some of the many valuable and rare recent
donations to the collection.
RUSI Victoria is planning to co-operate with several Naval
associations in Victoria to mount a Seminar to
commemorate Navy Week in October this year. We will
give good notice of the seminar and its accompanying
Ball when the details have been finalized.
May I particularly recommend our next speaker at our
lunchtime talk on 30 March. Mr D.W. Rogers, AO is a
most distinguished Australian businessman and lawyer his first-hand story of Intelligence operations during the
Second World War is not to be missed. The talk is at
Defence Plaza, Bourke St at 12 for 12.30pm.
It is sad that our esteemed Honorary Life Member and
former Councillor, Brigadier Keith Colwill, CBE, OAM
passed away on 8th March. He was a distinguished
signalman and a great advocate for our Institute. He will
be greatly missed.
Mike O’Brien

Two-Day Conference: 12-13 May 2017
Monash Centre, Gallipoli Barracks, Brisbane

The full Conference Program is available at
www.mhhv.org.au. The ticket pricing is:
• General Admission - two-days $250.00 or one-day
only $150.00.
• Concession Card and MHHV Individual Members two-days $200.00 or one-day only $120.00.

The ticket price includes morning tea, lunch and
afternoon tea on both days as well as canapes at 2
CER on the Friday evening.

REGISTER FOR THE
CONFERENCE AT
MHHV.ORG.AU
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From the Secretary:
Lieutenant Colonel Bob
Hart RFD
There is not much to report but
here goes.
We are getting a steady trickle
of people visiting the library,
which is pleasing. There is to
be an Open Day at the library
on 27 March, which has been getting some attention.
Designed to show other organisations what a great
resource we have, it should hopefully broaden awareness
of what the Institute has to offer. Members of course can
visit anytime, just so long as you let me know in
advance.
The February Address was well attended and was a good
start to the year. Our speaker for 30 March. Dr Bill
Rogers will be giving us an Australian Perspective us on
Allied Intelligence In the South West Pacific in WW2.
However, publishing deadlines mean that the flyer will be
sent out separately. Our
speakers committee has
lined up a number of
quality speakers for the
rest of the year and I hope
to publish the list shortly.
Membership continues to
be a worry. You will have
noticed over the last few
issues a number of our
members
have
died.
Unfortunately, we do not
seem to be replacing them
at the same rate. Can I ask all members to make their
circle of friends and workmates aware of what we offer
and try and lure them into joining? With the withdrawal
of Government funding, our main source of income now
is membership fees.
Bob Hart

:
A Growler with tanks, ECM Pods and Missiles

Geelong Branch Notes:
The New Year commenced on a high note for the Branch,
not only has the membership now reached 37, in
number, which represents a positive gain from that at
July 2016, but there are several potential new members
currently in the pipeline; further the first Dinner Meeting
for the year, held on Monday February 20, was a most
informative and enlightening evening with a good
attendance by members and guests.
The next Dinner Meeting is to be held on Monday March
20 with the Guest Speaker, MAJ Brendan Ras, delivering
a talk on ‘Pacific Military Capacity – Papua-New Guinea
and Australia in 2017’. A change of venue on this
occasion to the Sandstone Café located at 248 Torquay
Road, Grovedale, Vic 3126: Telephone 03 5244 2343.
The cost for the evening being $ 40.
The April Dinner Meeting, the Anzac Dinner, this year will
see a substantial change to the regular dinner format. On
Monday 10 April the Branch will be joining with the
Geelong Business Club at ‘The Captain’s Room in Skilled
Stadium’ (formerly Kardinia Park, Geelong Football Club)
commencing at 1730 for sit-down at 1845. Dress on this
occasion is to be Lounge Suit with tie, and miniatures.
This change has been made necessary as the normal
evening would fall during Easter.
Any enquiries should be directed to Mrs Margaret Barnes
on 03 5243 9569.”

Programme Dates
30 March

Lunchtime Address at Defence Plaza
Dr Bill Rogers AO

Vale
We record with deep regret the passing of:
Keith Gillespie
Keith Colwill
New Members
Several new memberships are being processed by
Council, but have yet to be formally approved.

Growler Touchdown
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Opinion:
Security Surprises from
President Trump to Blackouts
Quite a number of changes have happened since the
Defence White Paper was released in February 2016.
Three changes stand out. In a June 2016 referendum,
the British electorate voted for Britain to leave the
European Union.
In July the Turnbull Coalition
government was returned with a one seat majority in a
double dissolution election, and in November Donald J
Trump defeated Hillary Clinton in the United States
Presidential election. All three political outcomes are
linked to opposition to immigration.
These changes have the potential to affect trade, US and
UK investment in Australia, and defence and foreign
relations.
Also, environmental stresses over the
Australian summer, particularly blackouts in South
Australia have made energy security a political issue in
Australia.
To handle the future, governments anticipate future
directions and events and act to deter, adapt and build
resilience to threats.
This involves dealing with
uncertainty. Planning for the future results in policies
that are promulgated in government White Papers. To
illustrate from the 2016 Defence White Paper:
‘Because decisions about our defence capabilities taken
now will determine our capacity to manage the
challenges of the future, it is important that defence
decision making and planning take a clear long-term
view. …out to 2035. … This Defence White Paper is
based on a comprehensive review of Australia’s strategic
environment…’ In the paper defence policy in response
to this comprehensive analysis and consideration is set
out under the headings: Strategy, Capability and
Resources.
In both the military and civilian spheres planners aim to
minimise vulnerability, and build in redundancy,
deterrence, and adaptability.
Reducing vulnerability
often means diversification and reducing reliance on one
source of supply or revenue. Lean processes that are
highly efficient but operate with minimum inventory and
often with single (most efficient) suppliers, do not
respond well to surge demands. Also, there is no
redundancy when supply chains are disrupted.
Contingency provisions need to include built-in
redundancy, excess capacity in critical areas: electricity,
water, liquid fuels, health services, trained reserves,
civilian emergency services, and adequacy of
communications.
Planners also need to be mindful of low probability – high
consequence events, and multiple concurrent threats or
cascading disasters. Scenario planning is important – It
is not any plans produced that matter as real events will
rarely correspond to planned scenarios, but the act of
planning lifts the awareness of the planners of the factors
involved and improves their capability of handling a real
event like the scenario envisaged.

In preparing for battle I have always
found that plans are useless, but
planning is indispensable’.
Dwight D. Eisenhower
While not all commentators agree with the policy
outcomes of the 2016 Defence White Paper, there is little
criticism of the process employed. Commonwealth and
State government departments and agencies employ
similar processes to anticipate threats from climate
change, natural disasters, fires, floods, droughts, and
pandemics.

POTUS
The most diligent planners can still be ‘trumped’ by
known and unknown unknowns.
In this respect,
President Trump’s election appears to be a Black Swan: it
exhibits rarity, possible extreme impact and only
retrospective predictability.
The ANZUS Alliance is the cornerstone of Australia’s
defence, and it is unlikely that it will be interpreted in the
same way by the Trump administration as it has been by
the Obama presidency.
There has been much
uncertainty following the election of President Trump as
to the direction of his policies. In the past, we have
known the US position on most matters. The election of
Hillary Clinton or one of the other Republican contenders
would have represented business as usual.
As an
outsider to the political process President Trump is
different and personally unpredictable. A worry is that in
foreign relations his unconventional style may easily lead
to misunderstandings and unintended consequences,
although his Secretaries of State and Defence are much
more restrained.
President Trump has flagged the changes he wants to
make in his book ‘Great Again’. The book explains all the
issues he raised during the election campaign, with a
coherence not found in his campaign speeches.
Donald Trump appears to view all major issues as
transactional. He can be expected to play to his strength
– deal making.
One aspect of ‘deal making’ is to have
an extreme opening gambit that allows subsequent
compromise.
As the US position becomes clear we will need to adapt
to the new situation. We appear to have the strength
and flexibility to do this. However, a weakness relevant
to both our economic prosperity as well as defence and
national security relates to our energy security.

Energy Security
Australia is among the world’s largest exporters of coal,
liquid natural gas (LNG) and uranium, and has excellent
solar and geothermal resources.
We also have oil
reserves on the NW Shelf, but our imports of refined oil
and crude, far exceed our crude oil exports.

Continued page 6

Energy Security continued from page 5
Despite its rich endowments, Australia faces energy
supply difficulties in its domestic markets due over
commitment to LNG export contracts and domestic
political impasses. As identified by the Energy White
Paper of 2015: ‘The eastern Australian gas market is
increasingly reliant of coal seam gas and shale gas as
existing conventional resources become depleted. Some
States have unnecessary regulatory and planning barriers
and moratoriums that prevent much-needed supply.
These barriers are increasing the risk of potential nearterm supply tightness on the east coast and increasing
prices.’ The States reluctance is related to possible
pollution of prime agricultural land.
Aside from political disputation as to the level of
commitment, the Renewable Energy Target (RET) which
directly or indirectly subsidises wind and solar renewables
has met a number of unintended consequences. The
intermittency of wind generated electricity requires base
load power as back-up, but undermines the efficiency of
coal fired power generators, and can place demands
upon the grid for which it was not designed. Blackouts
can now be expected when there is a coincidence of high
demand situations with intermittent supply and periodic
generator and system outages.
Energy security, affordability, and emissions reductions,
represent a complex political impasse between the
Greens who want renewables and lower emissions, and
the conservatives who want reliability of supply and
support fossil fired generation.
Uncertainty regarding
the direction of current and future government policy
presents a sovereign risk which is inhibiting investment in
new fossil fuel powered generators (and large scale
renewable projects). Batteries and pumped hydro offer
potential solutions to intermittency, but they have
limitations and their uptake is a long way off.
From the last days of the Howard government, politicians
of all parties have failed to explain to the electorate that
low emissions technology has higher costs than coal fired
generation and they can expect higher taxes and higher
electricity bills to pay for it. Installers of home solar PV
who have reduced their power bills have only done so
with the help of subsidies from the government and
other electricity consumers.
There has also been a failure of governments in
appreciating the broad picture and long-term implications
of environment and energy policy.
The Turnbull
governments placing Energy and the Environment in the
one ministry is a good but belated start.
Other
governance reforms in the national interest need to
address the energy responsibilities of the Commonwealth
and the States. The government hopes to sort out the
energy mess following the independent report of the
Chief Scientist into the National Energy Market Security
Review which will be made to the Council of Australian
Governments (COAG) in mid-2017.
Australia’s liquid fuel security may also be an issue.
Australia’s transport fuels are over 90% petroleum
based. Australia exports around 75 % of its oil
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production, and imports around 80% of the crude oil it
refines into liquid fuel. The country has four refineries,
down from six in 2011. They are small and ageing, high
cost and not optimised for NW Shelf crude.
Australia imports about 44% of the refined liquid fuel
used, mostly from Singapore.
National Energy Security Assessment (NESA) 2011,
undertook scenario modelling for the first time. It tested
a 30-day supply disruption from Singapore, and was
satisfied that global supplies could be obtained to make
up the deficiency, albeit at a higher price. From Energy
White Paper 2015, the government ‘considers that supply
reliability will be maintained because of the depth,
liquidity and diversity of international crude and fuel
markets, combined with the existing Australian
stockholding and at-sea tanker arrangements of
commercial companies.’
This view was not shared by the NRMA. Their 2013
Report entitled Australia’s Liquid Fuel Security (The
Blackburn Report), concluded that our refining capacity
and fuel reserves in storage were probably inadequate to
handle some contingencies. The Report found that
stockholdings of crude and refined product represented
only 23 days of actual consumption. All stockholdings
were privately owned and utilized on a ‘just-in-time’
basis. (the source of our petrol pricing cycles)
Among the Report’s recommendations was a call for the
government to address a broader range of vulnerability
scenarios including regional conflict.
Although not
mentioned, current supply arrangements are particularly
vulnerable to a submarine threat to sink tankers.
As refined product has a limited shelf-life, Australia would
appear to need more crude oil storage and modern
refining capacity.
Funding such a decision would be
unpopular with governments as there is no immediate
and demonstrable public benefit. As with gas and
electricity this decision most probably also awaits a
supply crisis.
Many events are beyond our influence or control. We
can insightfully anticipate the future and how we will
respond, but occasionally we get caught out.
However, the blackouts so far experienced represent a
failure of governments to take a broad, long-term,
holistic view, and recognise the interconnectedness
between energy security and the environment. They also
represent a failure of governance, leadership and of the
democratic political process. Fortunately, there is still
time to fix the impending crisis in electricity and gas
supply, which may require new relationships between
entities and new institutions.
Liquid fuel security also needs to be realistically
addressed. We await the release of a new National
Energy Security Assessment.
Mike Rawlinson
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Beaufighter over Victoria Barracks
Melbourne– 1944

Hispano cannons in the nose, 4 x 0.5 inch machine guns
in the wings and 8 x 41kg rocket projectiles.
In addition to its heavy armament, the Beaufighter had a
long range, was fast at low level and very quiet. The
Japanese nicknamed it ‘Whispering Death’.
9,658 Beaufighters were built in Britain, where it was
used as a night fighter and extensively employed by RAFs
Coastal command.
In total the RAAF used 583 Beaufighters, 365 of the A-8series manufactured in Australia, and 218 of the A -19
series manufactured in Britain.

The Institute has acquired a large photograph of
Australian DAP Beaufighter 21, A8-95 over Victoria
Barracks and the Shrine. The date : probably December
1944.
The full photograph of A8-95 over the Barracks and
Shrine features:
• B Block – just under the starboard rocket rails;
• C & D Blocks, Navy Headquarters - beneath the
starboard wing;
• Wooden (temporary) buildings covering the back
of the Barracks site;
• Prince Henry’s Hospital – behind the port wing;
• Commonwealth Government Clothing Factory, on
Wells Street;
• The (up for sale) Art Deco Repatriation Building
at 310 St Kilda Road next to B Block; and
• Slit Trenches for use in case of air raids on the St
Kilda Road side of the Shrine.
Now, some details about the aircraft:
Beaufighter 21 A8-95 was assembled at Fisherman’s
Bend by the Beaufort division of the Department of
Aircraft Production (DAP) and delivered in December
1944. It spent most of its service with 5 Operational
Training Unit at Williamtown NSW and was withdrawn
from use in November 1945. The aircraft was struck off
charge in August 1949.
365 Beaufighters were produced in Australia. Odd serial
numbers were assembled at Fisherman’s Bend and Even
numbers at Mascot. With the exception of the Hercules
radial engines, imported from Britain, all major
components were manufactured in Australia.
There
were 600 Australian subcontractors.
Production continued after the Japanese surrender on 2
September 1945, and the last 60 aircraft were placed
directly into storage.
RAAF Beaufighter operations in the ground attack and
anti-shipping roles were throughout the South-West
Pacific. The aircraft was heavily armed with 4 x 20mm

The National Aviation Museum at Moorabbin airport has a
Beaufighter as the star exhibit in its collection. This
aircraft, A8-328, is one of only six complete examples
surviving worldwide, and one of only two complete
Australian manufactured aircraft.
Mike Rawlinson

Bequests
Royal United Services Institute of Victoria
The Royal United Services Institute of Victoria was
established in 1890. It seeks to promote informed debate
on, and improve public awareness and understanding of
defence and national security.
The Institute maintains a specialist library to assist in
this, as well as scheduling regular lectures and visits of
interest. The costs of doing so, however are becoming
burdensome and are exacerbated by an ageing and
declining membership.
To allow us to continue to provide services to members
and the community into the future, you could greatly
assist us by remembering the Institute in your will.
Should you desire assistance in adding an appropriate
codicil to your will, please contact the Secretary at
secretary@rusivic.org.au. If you have added a bequest to
your will, it would be of assistance to be advised of it
(not the specific amount) in case we need to
communicate with you or your executors.
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Book Reviews
This newsletter has nine Book Reviews. On behalf of members the Editor thanks the reviewers. The Royal
United Services Institute of Victoria Library thanks the publishers for providing copies for review. Some
book reviews have been shortened. The full versions are available on the RUSI VIC website: rusivic.org.au.
If you would like a hard copy of a review, please contact the Secretary.

Strike and Strike Again:

455 Squadron RAAF 1944-45
Ian Gordon, 1952Gordon, Catherine G., (illustrator.)
West Geelong, Victoria Echo Books, 2015
First published by Banner Books 1995
ISBN: 9780994355881
244pages, Appendices, Notes, Bibliography and Index
Reviewer: Brian Surtees, February 2017

Mr Gordon served for nearly 40 years in the Australian
Army and has a family connection with 455 Squadron
RAAF, in that his father served as a Beaufighter
navigator in the squadron. The aircrew of this unit were
largely products of the Empire Air Training Scheme and
joined the conflict in the U.K. It was always intended that
the squadron, in concert with other similarly numbered
squadrons would be composed of Australians. This was
never completely achieved.
Early in the war as Commonwealth trained aircrew
arrived in the U.K. they were often allocated to R.A.F.
Squadrons on a needs basis and it was only later in the
war that 455 Sqn became almost all Australian aircrew.
The Squadron was formed at RAAF Williamtown in May
1941 with two officers and 232 ground crew. The
Squadron was also officially formed in the U.K. as part of
Bomber Command at about the same time and the
Australian element arrived in September. Meanwhile a
skeleton RAF ground staff enabled the Squadron to fly its
first operation with Hampden aircraft to Frankfurt on 29 th
August 1941.
The squadrons’ service with Bomber Command lasted
less than 12 months. Due to the escape of the

Scharnhorst and Gneisenau through the English Channel
a reorganisation saw 455 Sqn allocated to an enlarged
Coastal Command. The Squadrons’ Operations were
henceforth directed against enemy shipping and were
conducted almost always at extremely low altitude. The
Squadron were declared operational with the Hampden in
a torpedo dropping role in July 1942.
For a while the Squadron was based in Russia and
operated around the North coast of Norway in very
arduous conditions. The Squadron returned to the U.K.
and by December 1943 was based at Leuchars Scotland
and converting to the Beaufighter. This was a fast,
tough and deadly attack aircraft, ideal for the antishipping role. It could be operated as a torpedo dropping
aircraft (Torbeau) or a Flak suppression and air to
surface attack aircraft with four 20mm cannon and later
rockets. In concert with other Australian and New
Zealand Beaufighter squadrons, tactics were refined until
an effective method of attack was devised. This usually
entailed
two
squadrons
of
Flak
suppression
Beaufighters attacking enemy escort ships first, closely
followed by a Torbeau attack on the merchant shipping.
Later there was also top cover flown by Mustang fighters.
It was not unusual to have a force of 60 to 80
Beaufighters involved in an operation. The Operational
planning relied very much on intelligence to intercept
enemy convoys. The main strategic aim was to interrupt
the flow of strategic materials from Sweden and Norway
to Germany. This entailed attacks in open water, close to
the coast and highly dangerous attacks within Norwegian
Fiords. At all times, enemy flak was very heavy, often
leading to significant losses of aircraft.
The Squadron operated from several bases in the U.K.
but the most important were Dallachy near Peterhead in
Scotland and Langham in Norfolk.
The book is replete with personal reminiscences and
there are many action photos taken during low level
strikes. It is a pity that the photos are not printed on
glossy paper as this would have enhanced the visual
quality, they are however acceptable. There are many
line drawings of maps covering individual raids. The work
of the Australian ground crew in often hideous conditions
is beyond praise and is well acknowledged.
The appendices are very informative and add much
personal detail and explanatory information. The book
strikes a nice balance between general appeal and
interest for the professional.
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The Man Who Carried the Nation's
Grief
James Malcolm Lean MBE & The Great
War Letters
Carol Rosenhain
Big Sky Publishing 2016
Paperback 444pp RRP: $29.99
Reviewer: Mike O’Brien, January 2017
The extent of Australia’s
casualties in the First World
War is, I consider, grossly
underestimated.
The
Australian War Memorial
accurately states that for
Australia, that war remains
the costliest conflict in
terms of deaths and
casualties.
From
a
population of fewer than
five million, 416,809 men
enlisted, of whom more
than 60,000 were killed and
156,000 wounded, gassed,
or taken prisoner. War
survivors could not survive the peace. Gassed men
choked to death, cot cases died in misery, men with
psychoses blew their brains out. The First World War tore
the nation apart and left a legacy of trauma. The
casualties of the war far exceeded the figures above.
Few men escaped war’s trauma. Many had their
remaining lives blighted by their military experience. To
this number must be added the families and loved ones
affected by the war, many in a lasting way. It is fair to
estimate that over one million Australians were
‘casualties’ of the Great War.
Army Records is an essential and an unglamorous
function. It fell to James Lean to organise this function
from Army Headquarters in Melbourne. His legacy
remains with us today in the form of the digitised files of
the First AIF readily accessible at the web site of the
National Archives of Australia (NAA). These records show
an over-arching method and organisation. They also
show the confusion of war and its casualties. Lean was
not only methodical but also sympathetic and patient: he
saw not just the killed and maimed of the battlefield but
he also ensured that relatives and loved ones knew what
had happened to the best of his ability and that of his
burgeoning staff.
NAA files show his work in agonizing detail. There were
about 60,000 killed in action in the First AIF and one in
six had graves that were unknown. Ten thousand
families yearned to know the details of their soldier’s
death – or imprisonment – and yet there were no such
details forthcoming from the front.

Lean
commenced
and
continued
chains
of
correspondence with families unable to be convinced of
the unknown fate of their loved ones. He did so directly
and simply and with consummate patience. And he did so
again and again.
Lean yearned for active service, denied to him because
of his irreplaceable competence. He was even denied the
medals of war service, though his service was
indefatigable.
Carol Rosenhain has done us a singular service by
exposing the enduring worth of a soldier bureaucrat. She
tells a heart-rending story. She can be forgiven for being
Lean-centric: perhaps others can take up the story of his
successors in the Second World War and after.

The Lost Diggers
Fully Revised and Expanded Edition of the
Bestseller
Ross Coulhart
Harper Collins Publishing
2016
Paperback
400pp RRP $49.00
Reviewer: Bob Hart, January 2017
When faced with a ‘Revised’
edition, one is often left
wondering what was wrong
with the old edition that a
new one was thought
necessary. Then there is the
decision ‘to buy? Is there
enough in the new edition
that one should hand over
yet more money, or is it
merely minor typos, an extra
footnote or two and a recaptioning of a couple of
photos?
Thankfully, this new edition of Ross Coulthart’s book is
an example of where a revised edition is well worth the
money. The story of the discovery of photos of
Australians in France, taken in a small studio in a village
behind the lines and stored as glass(!) plates in chests
for decades before being re-discovered is exciting in
itself. However, the story gets better, as the photos have
now in many cases been traced those members of the
AIF and this edition expands on their own personal
stories. Some never returned to Australia, others had a
hard time of it. There are still unidentified soldiers, and
some, even though identified, have very little left on the
records. Regardless of what happened to them
subsequently, this is a little snapshot of them that they
wanted to send home to loved ones as a keepsake.
The detail and the research behind it all make a must
buy and read, even if you have the first edition.
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Fighting Monsters
An Intimate History of the Sandakan
Tragedy
Richard W Braithwaite
Australian Scholarly Publishing, 2016
Paperback 530pp RRP $44.00
Reviewer: Neville Taylor, February 2017

considerable detail as background. Rather than dwell on
the atrocities committed (by both sides), an almost
forensic examination of the social mores of those
involved and the circumstances they found themselves in
is conducted to answer “why?”.
When peace with Japan was established, the families of
the Australians who had perished wanted to know what
had happened in the three and a half years they were
incarcerated. The Australian Government were slow to
release information to facilitate the US reconstruction of
Japan, and it fell upon the surviving six, where they
could, to provide the missing general information. Dick
Braithwaite had been an engraver before enlisting, and
was used to create small plaques for graves at Sandakan,
but once the marches started, he knew little detail of
individuals.
A book written by a Japanese soldier who struggled with
the same physical and mental torments of the Allied
prisoners is widely quoted by the author, and this record
gives great insight in to the conditions both sides faced
after the Allies commenced bombing Sandakan in
October 1944 up to the peace declaration.
In the last three decades, there has been recognition by
Australia of the sad heritage of the local natives after
occupation. A concerted effort has been made by those
closely involved to ensure their welfare is being looked
after, as well as the erection of monuments and the
development of a viable tourist trade by both sides.

Dick Braithwaite was one of the six survivors of the
Sandakan death marches of 1945. He died in 1986, and
his son Richard Wallace Braithwaite, after a 40-year
tirelessly researched project, now tells the story. It is
based on the experiences of all those who were in North
Borneo during the period 1942 to 1945, and their and
family lives after the end of World War II. The history is
broken into four periods: active resistance (1942-43),
endurance (1943-44), collapse of civilized existence
(1945); and the postwar years of survivor torment, public
acceptance of the story, and family and community
healing and commemoration.
1787 Australian and 641 British POWs perished in three
separate death marches from Sandakan westward to
Ranau (about 200 km). The marchers were not only the
Allied POWs, but included Javanese slave labourers, and
the 20,000 Japanese soldiers ordered to move from East
to West North Borneo. Local residents were not spared
the terrible march toll.
Braithwaite has examined the histories, the people and
the politics of the South-East Asian countries involved in

Braithwaite has written a monumental work. So much
information is put in front of the reader, it does require a
determination to reach the end − where so much positive
feeling is expressed. The Contents has the sections of
each chapter laid out in detail. It has examined every
possible aspect of events in Borneo, is exhaustively
footnoted, relevant maps and photographs have been
included along with a good bibliography and detailed
index. An excellent appendix is a table of global and
Sandakan events during World War II. Braithwaite’s
narrative can stand very tall with any previous writings
on Sandakan.

Donations to your Library Fund are Tax
Deductible
Help to maintain the Institute’s Library as the best
collection in Victoria on defence and military related
subjects by donating to your RUSI VIC Library Fund. The
RUSI VIC Library Fund is a Deductible Gift Recipient
(DGR) approved by the Australian Taxation Office, and
monetary gifts to the Fund over $2 are tax deductible by
the donor.
Please make cheques to the ‘RUSI VIC Inc Library Fund’.
Receipts will be provided.
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The Last 50 Miles
Australia and the End of the Great War
Adam Wakeling
Penguin 2016
Paperback 316pp RRP: $35.00
Reviewer: Roger Buxton, November 2016
In early 1918 Germany was severely
affected by the Allied naval blockade, the
American Expeditionary Force became
stronger by the month and the AustroHungarian and Ottoman Empires were
visibly crumbling. On the other hand, the
Treaty of Brest-Litovsk freed many
German divisions to move to the Western
Front and Ludendorff decided to seize his
last chance for victory in the West by
breaking through the centre of the British
and French armies, isolating the British
from the channel ports and marching into Paris. His Spring
Offensive opened on 21 March using massive artillery and air
support and new infiltration infantry tactics. The offensive
achieved dramatic success: territory captured by the Allies
during months of fighting on the Somme was lost in a few days
and the Germans appeared on the point of capturing VillersBretonneux.
Defending Villers-Bretonneux was essential as its capture would
enable German artillery to shell the vital rail junction of Amiens.
The Australian Corps was out of the line in Flanders but on 25
March it was ordered south to support Byng’s Third Army north
of the Somme. This began the most important Australian
contribution to victory in the Great War and The Last Fifty Miles
tells the story of the successful Australian defence of VillersBretonneux and their battles during the summer and autumn of
1918.
On 8 August, “The Black Day of the German Army” Rawlinson’s
4th Army attacked with Monash’s Australian Corps and Currie’s
Canadian Corps breaking through in front of Villers-Bretonneux.
German morale was faltering and the British Expeditionary
Force and the French Army advanced to the Hindenburg Line
during the final 100 days of the war.
The Australian Corps was now incurring casualties that were
impossible to replace because of the defeat of conscription at
home and the reduction in voluntary enlistments. An order to
break up under-strength battalions was unpopular and in many
cases successfully resisted.
During the advance to the Hindenburg Line the Australian and
Canadian Corps were the spearheads of their respective armies
and their contribution to victory had important political effects.
Dominion prime ministers sat on the British War Cabinet

and the dominions were represented at the Peace
Conference.
There is a good index and three maps, which enable the
text to be followed without recourse to an atlas.
Although the book’s title “The Last Fifty Miles” refers to
the distance the Australians advanced during the months
of August to October 1918, Adam Wakeling has written a
concise and very readable history of the background to
the Great War, the conduct of the war to 1918 and the
political and social conditions in Germany and at home in
Australia. For a non-professional historian, this is a notable
achievement.

Australian Light Horse

The Campaign in the Middle East,
1916−1918
Phillip Bradley
Allan & Unwin 2016
Paperback 208pp RRP: $39.99
Reviewer: John Boyce, February 2017
There are many
books about the
Light
Horse
campaigns in WW1,
but this one has
the advantage of
including
illustrations
on
almost every page,
many
of
them
being rarely-seen
photographs from
private collections.
Author
Phillip
Bradley covers the
Sinai, Palestine and
Syrian campaigns
from 1916-1918 in
a larger-format softcover book of 208 pages. He has
referred extensively to 45 diaries and 24 photo
collections, as well as the more-usual official sources.
The new sources are individually identified in a special
annex, giving a brief biography and photo of each
soldier.
Bradley’s account of the campaigns against the Turks is
written in an easily-accessible style for the general
reader, but in sufficient detail to provide a reasonable
feel for the rigors of life in Chauvel’s Desert Mounted
Corps. There are several clear and useful maps.
Along the way, he provides descriptions of the classic
battles: Romani, the Es-Salt raids, Beersheba, the fall of
Jerusalem, Megiddo and the great ride to capture
Damascus (many hours before Lawrence of Arabia
arrived). These are enlivened by frequent quotes from
soldiers’ diaries.
When considering the aftermath of the war, Bradley
specifically discusses the infamous Surafend incident (9
Dec 1918), expressing the view that British action to
control the local Arabs after Turkish rule ended had been
inadequate - too little, too late. He then wryly points out
that despite having castigated the Australians after
Surafend (and cancelled previously-earned military
awards), the British nevertheless later relied upon the
Australian Light Horse to help put down the March 1919
Egyptian rebellion.
This book provides a very good general introduction to
the subject. Its many illustrations and quotes make it a
worthy addition to any Light Horse library collection.
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The Forgotten Rising Sons
Andrew Johnston
Echo Books 2014
Paperback 432pp RRP: $29.95
Reviewer: Neville Taylor, November 2016
After more than 20 year’s
Army service as a Military
Police
investigator,
in
retirement
Johnston
discovered a military event
totally unknown to him. On
Monday 21st of May 1945, a
single
explosion
in
an
underground
training
bunker
at
the
Royal
Australian Engineer Training
Centre at ‘Kapooka Camp’,
nine miles from Wagga
Wagga killed 26 of Australia’s
promising young soldiers.
Despite being the largest loss
of life in a training accident,
this tragic event quickly slid
into oblivion for almost 50 years. This is the first book written
on this tragedy.

Johnson examines the reasons for such a major event
becoming obscure. The text is illustrated with numerous
photographs of key individuals and locations, and includes a
short comprehensive index. Whilst written without footnotes or
endnotes ‘to eliminate reader distraction’, Johnston is quite
prepared to share his research with anyone interested.
A valuable work that will enlighten military history buffs on the
often-overlooked ‘home front’ during World War 2.

Australian Submarines: A History
2nd Edition
Michael White
Australian Teachers of Media
2015
Hardback
1580pp in two volumes RRP $140.00
Reviewer: Bob Hart, January 2017

The author has presented this fascinating account in three
parts:
1. the background to wartime Wagga Wagga and the camp
that housed 8000 trainee engineers after graduation from
their Recruit Courses at Cowra, and the instructor involved,
Sergeant Jack Pomeroy;
2. the events of 21st May, the identification of those killed,
the Inquiry and the funeral on Wednesday 23rd May; and
3. his promise to the relatives of the deceased to preserve
their memories by including individual photographs and
biographies of all those who lost their lives.
The detailed location of individuals in SGT Pomeroy’s squad in
the bunker was established from the one survivor from inside
and one soldier who moved out a few minutes earlier. The
battalion adjutant was forced to become an ‘amateur forensic
pathologist’ to finalize the identities of the deceased. The
funeral was rapidly organized because there was no way of
preserving the bodies/human parts. No next of kin viewed their
sons, thus protecting them from the extent of their mutilation.
A number of staff commuted from Wagga Wagga to Kapooka
daily, so there was a close link to the permanent townsfolk. An
estimated 7000 lined the town streets to see the funeral
procession of four lorries bearing the 26 coffins.
The Inquiry was unable to conclude what caused the accident.
The aftermath saw some of those involved suffering stress for
the rest of their lives. After the 1992 ceremony marking the
50th anniversary of Kapooka’s opening, a granite plaque was
laid on the site of the tragedy (by then private land). Three
years later at a Commemorative Service the 68-year-old sole
survivor Allan Bartlett returned to Wagga Wagga for the first
time. In 2007 the granite plaque was moved to the publiclyaccessible roadside overlooking the paddock that contained the
demolition area.

Michael White produced the first edition of his work back in
1992. It was a solid volume and well researched. This new
edition has brought us up to date with the Australian
Submarine service. More than that, he has published a second
volume of appendices to accompany it. The sheer detail
available in the appendices is mindboggling. Details of ships
crews and where they ended up, special units deployed by
submarine in WW2, Honours and Awards to Australian
submariners. There are five appendices detailing the AE1 and
AE2, tech specs, crews, and inquiry papers on their loss.
White has included extensive detail on the Australians who
served in submarines in the RN, as well as those vital but
unrecognized members who manned the depot ships. With
almost 1600 pages as well as an exhaustive index, these books
set the standard. If readers ever wanted to find out about the
Australian Submarine Service, these two weighty volumes will
serve them well.
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William Holmes
Secretary and Soldier

A First Biography

B H Travers
Echo Books 2016
Hardcover 606 pp RRP $44.95
Reviewer: Roger Buxton, December 2016
This first biography
was written by his
grandson, Basil (Jika)
Holmes Travers after
his retirement in 1984,
and
was
finally
published in
2016
through the efforts of
his daughter Philippa
Holmes Hyles.
William Holmes was
born in Sydney in
1862 and was killed on
active service near
Messines in 1917. He
joined the 1st Infantry
Regiment of the New
South Wales Volunteer
Force as a bugler in
about 1872 and served
in that unit – after
Federation the 1st Australian Infantry Regiment (1st AIR) – as a
soldier, NCO, officer and finally as the Commanding Officer.
As he was not a regular soldier he needed a full-time
occupation, and this he achieved by passing the ‘Examination
required for the Civil Service’ and starting work as a clerk in
1878. He rose to become the Secretary of the Sydney Board of
Water Supply and Sewerage, an important position to which he
returned when not on active service.
When the Boer War broke out in 1899, William Homes obtained
leave to go to South Africa where he commanded a squadron of
the First NSW Mounted Rifles. He was wounded at the Battle of
Diamond Hill and returned to Australia with an appreciation of
the importance of the improved accuracy, long range rifle and
this led to his efforts to make rifle training more appropriate to
modern conditions.
In 1914 he again requested leave and saw active service in
German New Guinea as the Land Force Commander of the
Australian Naval and Military Expeditionary Force (ANMEF), in
Gallipoli as a brigade commander and temporary division
commander and in France as a brigade commander and finally
as the 4th Division Commander. He was killed by a shell fired at
long range while escorting the NSW Premier, Mr Holman behind
the lines near Messines.
At 600 pages this is not a short biography: it is very detailed
with numerous excerpts from William Holmes’ letters and could
not have been written without the extensive papers in the
possession of the family. The development of the Sydney
water and sewerage system to cope with the increasing
population makes interesting reading and the chapters on the
Boer War show the transition of the Australian contingent from

infantry to mounted rifles and their leading role in the advance
to Pretoria.
Almost one third of the book is devoted to William Holmes as
the ANMEF Commander: raising the ANMEF, at sea en route to
New Guinea in HMAS Berrima, the capture of the wireless
station at Bita Paka, the German capitulation and the
administration of the captured colony. He succeeded in
New Guinea despite receiving almost no instructions from the
government but created controversy by giving several Germans
who had flogged a British clergyman a taste of their own
medicine.
The reader will have no difficulty in agreeing that William
Holmes was Australia’s first great citizen leader and
commander.

Vale:
Brigadier Keith Royce Colwill, CBE, OAM
Keith Colwill was born in 1919
and raised in Windsor,
Queensland. He enlisted in
the Australian Corps of
Signals in 1940 and was
commissioned in 1941.
As a captain, he commanded
Torres Strait Signals in 1942
and followed this posting by
active service in New Guinea.
After a brief posting as a
major with the Australian
Army Staff in London, he was
discharged from the 2nd AIF.
He joined the CMF in 1950 and then re-enlisted in the
Regular Army. He graduated from the Army Staff College
and the US Army Command & General Staff College and
the US Army Logistic Centre. He also served on the
directing staff of the Staff College at Queenscliff.
After promotion to colonel, he served as Defence Attaché
in Rangoon. He commanded the 1st Australian Logistic
Support Force from 1964 to 1966. On promotion to
brigadier he was appointed Chief of Staff, HQ Southern
Command. He retired in May 1974.
After he retired, he became Chief Marshal, Anzac March
and Ceremonies, Melbourne, and Colonel Commandant of
the Royal Australian Corps of Signals. He was a member
and key executive of many ex-Service associations.
Keith married Marjorie Carson in 1942. They had three
daughters and a son. He was an enthusiastic supporter
of the RUSI and a keen attender at its talks. He was also
a generous donor to our library.
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Library Notes:
We have just completed a formal significance assessment of the collection funded by a grant from the National Library of
Australia. This is likely to provide the pre-condition for further grants to fund preservation of our collection.
The bottom line of the significance assessment is that our collection is of National significance with several unique or rare
items and that it is properly housed, and catalogued to library standards. There were several recommendations
concerning our visibility and usefulness to the public and Academia.

Special Collections at the RUSI VIC Library
Our library now has well over 22 000 catalogued items.
Our collection policy focusses on Australian and New Zealand items. Within this policy we have a number of developing
special collections. They include:
• The Battle of Fromelles - includes quite a number of items not held in other libraries.
• ‘Silk’ maps from the Second World War to peacekeeping in East Timor.
• Music sheets relating to wars from the Boer War to the Vietnam War
• The Emperor’s Library of painstakingly scanned books on DVDs. The titles are out of copyright. Their subjects
range from the Medieval era to the Vietnam War. There are over 4500 titles available - we can transfer the files
to you swiftly in portable document format (pdf).
• A growing collection of books on war for children and juveniles, from the Victorian era to the present.
• An extensive collection of military pamphlets from the 1890s to the present.
Most of these collections have come from donations by our members and we will continue to build on them. All members
are most welcome to view, borrow and use the collection.
Brian Surtees
Honorary Librarian

Recent Acquisitions from Publishers
Title

Author

Subject

One Woman's War and Peace

Sharon Bown

A nurse's journey in the Royal Australian Air Force. The
challenges faced by Wing Commander Sharon Bown
(Ret'd).

Britannia's Shield

Craig Stockings

Lieutenant General Sir Edward Hutton and LateVictorian Imperial Defence.

Australian Light Horse

Phillip Bradley

The Campaign in the Middle East, 1916−1918.

U-Boat Attack Logs

Daniel Morgan &
Bruce Taylor

A complete record of warship sinkings from
original sources 1939-1945.

Australia's American Alliance

Peter Dean et al (eds)

A focus on Australian perspectives and policy choices,
while providing context on the role of the United States
in the Asia-Pacific and its position as a global power.

Wireless at War

Peter R Jensen

Developments in military and clandestine radio 18952012.

Air Battle for Burma

Bryn Evans

A new angle on the increasingly popular Burma Theatre
The air campaign in this theatre has been neglected.

ANZAC: Sari Bair

Stephen Chambers

The ambitious August 1915 offensive on the Gallipoli
Peninsula’s commanding heights.

Soldiers and Gentlemen

William Westerman

Australian Battalion Commanders 1914-1918

Dying for the Truth

Paul Moorcraft

A concise history of frontline war reporting.

